Covid Pandemic is the Emergence of the Jewish World Order
In October of 2019 the Event 201 was run, which was a simulation of a global
coronavirus pandemic and the actions for such. This Event 201 was run by Bill
Gates and other groups such as the World Health Organization. Bill Gates is the
largest funder of the WHO. The WHO (World Health Organization) was founded
by the Jewish Rockefeller Foundation. Bill Gates from reports on his own family
ancestry is a cousin of the Rockefeller family. Bill Gates’ own father ran an
important organization also run by the Rockefeller Foundation. The racial Jews
keep their empires in the family. The Rockefellers are also mixed with the
Rothschild family. Which is the top level of the global Jewish cult.
If one watches the video from Event 201 that is in public domain, the exercise
directors stated that martial law and the shutting down of the internet to prevent
freedom of press and information will be employed to combat the pandemic.
Then all of a sudden the pandemic from a virus bioengineered in a lab, appears
globally in our world right after Event 201. And the Bill And Melinda Gates
Foundation and the WHO appear and are advising the governments of the world
including America on how to handle the pandemic, and its the exact blueprint of
Event 201.
Now they are attempting to impose martial law under the pandemic and
economic and financial collapse, which is the shutting down of the economy. All
of this while 5G is being put up at lighting speed everywhere.
The goals are to put new laws and restrictions into society that allow greater
global controls while centralizing global economic control in the hands of the
Jewish run world banks and corporations, who are working to create a global one
world, digital currency and economic grid. The goal is, by running the nations
economic systems into the ground, they become dependent on global ones, and
the same with currencies. And the Jewish elites are in control of those.
5G which is being forced undemocratically on America by Federal Law and other
nations. This despite 237 and now more EMF scientists for 41 nations lobbied
the UN against 5G for its harmful effects on human beings.
The goal of 5G and the reason the Jewish owned telecom corporations and
putting this 5G grid down with government force behind them is simple. The
Jewish elites need 5G to build the global control grid. The "smart" technology
requires 5G. The internet of all things which is required for the brain microchips
companies like Neurolink are developing needs 5G. The internet of all things and
thus 5G is the connection for the coming brain chip. To have a global digital
currency and surveillance grid, 5G and the internet of all things are required.

In Toronto, Canada the parent company of Google, that of Alphabet, has planned
a smart city in which the identical Orwellian system of Social Credit was to be
installed. Alphabet is a global tech company run by Jewish owners, Larry Page
and Sergey Brin. This brings us to Jew, Ray Kurzweil the Google executive who
has stated that by 2030 all humans will be linked into the AI grid. This is the
smart grid the Jewish elites are working to bring online. How does a Jewish,
Silicon Valley executive know such? Silicon Valley is run by Unit 8200 the tech
wing of the Israel military.
Bill Gates in an interview with Chris Anderson, openly stated that people will
have to have a certificate of vaccination for Covid-19 before being allowed to
travel or have any social existence. This is also stated in the news to be a
"quantum tattoo" which can be digitally scanned and requires some microchip. In
which at some point all your information will be downloaded into, thanks to 5G
and the global smart grid.
The journalist Whitney Webb stated that Israel admitted it was working with the
coronavirus and technologies, and that is why Israel claimed to have the vaccine
for such. This is why its believed by many the Covid-19 is originally from a lab in
the Israel military. The entire global smart grid is also designed as Webb has
shown to be run out of Israel, the JEWISH STATE.
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